
Take the Next Step—
Join ARN Today!

You have made the commitment to rehabilitation nursing by earning your CRRN®. 

The next step in your career is to join your rehab community. Whether you are 

seeking new practice resources, continuing your professional development, or 

looking to connect with other highly motivated rehab nurses, ARN is here for you!
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ARN brings rehab nurses together as a community to learn from each other, 
create tools to evolve the specialty, and ultimately help one another develop 
and grow. Take this step for you and your specialty.

Join us today by calling 800.229.7530 or visiting www.rehabnurse.org/CRRN. 

Join the Best in Your Profession!

Connect with ARN at
800.229.7530    |    info@rehabnurse.org

Online
www.rehabnurse.org 
www.restartrecovery.org 
http://membercircle.rehabnurse.org 

        @AssocRehabNurse



Increase Your Connections, Increase Your Knowledge

Member Circle—gain and share insights and experiences with your rehab nursing  
colleagues through your very own online community.

Volunteer Opportunities, Special Interest Groups, Health Policy and Advocacy—
access a variety of volunteer involvement and specialty groups.

Chapters—available across the country to connect you at the local level.

Online Directory—find all of the other professionals who have made a commitment  
to your specialty.

Career Center—grow within your specialty and find a new opportunity to fulfill your 
commitment to rehabilitation; or post a job opportunity to attract a qualified candidate.
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The Association of Rehabilitation Nurses (ARN) is formed by Susan Novak, MS RN, to support 
nurses who work to enhance the quality of life for those affected by disability and chronic illness.

ARN is recognized as a specialty nursing organization by the American Nurses Association.

The Certified Rehabilitation Registered Nurse (CRRN) certification exam 
is first administered.

ARN publishes the Essential Role of the Rehabilitation Nurse  
in Facilitating Care Transitions white paper.

The Competency Model for Professional Rehabilitation Nursing is established 
to fully define and describe the domains and competencies of the specialty.

ARN launches RESTARTrecovery.org, a patient-centered website to help patients and 
caregivers find information and resources surrounding the rehabilitation journey.

From  
then…

To now…

ARN—A Specialty Community  
Created by Rehabilitation Nurses Just Like You

Continue to Learn and Grow

ARN’s Annual Educational Conference—created with rehab nurses like you in mind, 
you will share knowledge; learn new skills; discover the latest treatments, practices, and 
research; and network in person with colleagues who understand the unique challenges 
of rehabilitation.

ARN Webinars—presented by rehab experts and leaders, these are available live and 
on-demand, featuring critical and timely topics to keep you up to date on best practices  
and professional updates.

ARN-Developed Courses and Products—continuing education you can trust;  
whether online or in print, these resources are designed to fit the schedules of  
rehabilitation nurses at all levels.

Access Resources Created Just for You

Rehabilitation Nursing Journal (RNJ)—this journal provides information on current 
practice issues, research, and news about products and services for individuals with 
disabilities or chronic illness.

ARN Network—our bimonthly electronic newsletter informs you of the latest  
professional and organizational news surrounding CRRN certification, health policy,  
and chapters. Member contributors keep it thought-provoking, providing feature  
stories on important rehab topics they know will interest you.

RESTART Recovery—this patient-focused website was created by rehabilitation nurses 
to help answer some of the most common questions patients and caregivers have about 
their rehabilitation journey. Direct your patients to RESTARTrecovery.org.

“It is important to be a member of your specialty nursing organization. 
ARN has made it easy for me to stay current on what is happening in  
rehab and with legislation. I am the clinical manager of a rehab unit and  
it is important for me to be aware of changes in our field and to ensure 
we are always following best practices. ARN makes this so easy!”

Cindy Carreno, MS RN CRRN  
Clinical Nurse Manager, ARN Member Since 2011

Free CE! 
Exclusive benefit for ARN members: earn up to 6 Free Contact Hours every year. 

And you can be sure that this free continuing education is applicable toward  

CRRN renewal.


